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Abstract. We consider a primordial SU(2) vector multiplet during inflation in mod-
els where quantum fluctuations of vector fields are involved in producing the curvature
perturbation. Recently, a lot of attention has been paid to models populated by vector
fields, given the interesting possibility of generating some level of statistical anisotropy
in the cosmological perturbations. The scenario we propose is strongly motivated by
the fact that, for non-Abelian gauge fields, self-interactions are responsible for gener-
ating extra terms in the cosmological correlation functions, which are naturally ab-
sent in the Abelian case. We compute these extra contributions to the bispectrum of
the curvature perturbation, using the δN formula and the Schwinger-Keldysh formal-
ism. The primordial violation of rotational invariance (due to the introduction of the
SU(2) gauge multiplet) leaves its imprint on the correlation functions introducing, as
expected, some degree of statistical anisotropy in our results.
We calculate the non-Gaussianity parameter fNL, proving that the new contributions
derived from gauge bosons self-interactions can be important, and in some cases the
dominat ones. We study the shape of the bispectrum and we find that it turns out to
peak in the local configuration, with an amplitude that is modulated by the preferred
directions that break statistical isotropy.
DFPD 09-A-12 / CERN-PH-TH/2009-097
1. Introduction
The standard cosmological model is based on the idea of inflation as driven by a single
slowly-rolling scalar field whose primordial quantum fluctuations are responsible for both
CMB perturbations and the large scale structures of the universe [1]. Current observa-
tions indicate that the universe on large scales is homogeneous and isotropic. The degree
of deviation from this smooth background is provided by the temperature fluctuations of
the CMB which are of the order of 10−5 and are almost scale-independent [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
The standard inflationary scenario predicts the observed power spectrum of cosmic fluc-
tuations. On the other hand, there is still a lot of room for alternative scenarios without
ruining the current agreement with observations. Alternatives include, for example,
multifield models [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], the curvaton scenario [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]
and theories with non-canonical Lagrangians as k-inflation [20, 21], DBI inflation [22, 23]
or ghost inflation [24]. So far, observations have not provided us with the precision mea-
surements which would allow to discriminate among all these different models, but new
projects, such as the Planck [25] satellite which was just launched, can potentially reach
the levels of precision necessary for this purpose. One important feature of the CMB
anisotropies to be decoded is the degree of non-Gaussianity [26, 27]. A random field is
defined as Gaussian if all the information is contained in its two-point correlation func-
tion. In single-field, slow-roll inflation the level of non-Gaussianity is very small since
the connected parts of higher order correlation functions are proportional to powers of
the slow-roll parameters [28, 29, 30]. If a larger non-Gaussianity will be detected in
the future, this could then rule out the minimal model. Recently another alternative to
the standard inflationary scenario has attracted some attention where primordial vector
fields play a non-negligible role during inflation [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] .
An interesting possibility is that these extra fields might be responsible for generating
an observable level of non-Gaussianity [36, 38, 35]. This is not the only motivation to
consider such models. First of all vector fields are present in particle physics models and
that suggests that one has to include them in a theory of the early universe. This can
be done without necessarily affecting current observations, for example keeping their
contribution to the energy density of the universe way below the one from the infla-
ton. However, a peculiarity of the vector fields, which the scalar fields do not possess,
is to violate rotational invariance as some observations seem to suggest. Violation of
rotational invariance would affect the correlation functions introducing some degree of
statistical anisotropy. The power spectrum is constrained in this sense if a single pre-
ferred direction of space is involved [41]. This is something to keep in mind for example
when constucting models of vector inflation. The isotropic background expansion can
be preserved to a good approximation in different ways, such as by keeping the energy
density of the vector subdominant w.r.t. the one of the inflaton, or by considering the
existence of many randomly oriented vectors [33]. Nevertheless, the presence of the vec-
tor fields introduces statistical anisotropy in the power spectrum and in the bispectrum
as well [36]. On the other hand, no observational constraints are currently available for
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the two-point function if more than one preferred direction is involved. Similarly, for
higher order correlators, no obervational constraints of this kind are available.
The effects of a primordial vector field on the power spectrum and bispectrum of
the curvature fluctuations ζ were recently investigated in [36, 38] using the δN formal-
ism [42, 43, 44, 45] both in vector inflation and in the vector curvaton models, and also
in [35] for a model of hybrid inflation.
Up to now only primordial Abelian vector fields were considered. In this paper we
wish to explore a more realistic model of gauge interactions of an SU(2) vector multi-
plet. The reason for considering a non-Abelian theory relies on the fact that, differently
from what happens in the Abelian case, the vector field components are involved in
self-interactions as described by cubic and quartic terms in the Lagrangian. Gauge
self-interactions naturally produce additional contributions to the bispectrum w.r.t. the
Abelian case. The computation of these new contributions represents the main purpose
of our work.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the δN formula for
the curvature perturbation and the Lagrangian of our system; in Section 3 we carry out
the calculations of all the terms that do not require the intervention of the Schwinger-
Keldysh formula; in Section 4 we derive the contribution to the bispectrum that arises
from gauge bosons self-interactions; in Section 5 we study the shape of the bispectrum;
in Section 6 we estimate the non-Gaussianity parameter fNL; in Section 7 we draw our
conclusions. We include four Appendices: A, on background and first order perturbation
equations for the gauge multiplet; B, where we derive the expression of the number of
e-foldings of inflation and its derivatives in the presence of vector fields; C, which collects
lengthy expressions for functions appearing in the final results for the bispectrum; D,
where we give some details about the dependence of the bispectrum from the angles
between wave and gauge vectors in a sample spatial configuration.
2. Bispectrum of the curvature perturbation in the δN formalism
In the the δN formalism the curvature perturbation ζ(~x) at a given time t can be
interpreted as a geometrical quantity indicating the fluctuations in the local expansion
of the universe; in fact, if N(~x, t∗, t) is the number of e-foldings of expansion evaluated
between times t∗ and t, where the initial hypersurface is chosen to be flat and the final
one is uniform density, we have
ζ(~x, t) = N(~x, t∗, t)−N(t∗, t) ≡ δN(~x, t). (1)
The number of e-foldings N(~x, t∗, t) depends on all the fields and their perturbations on
the initial slice. In principle, since the fields are governed by second order differential
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equations, it should also depend on their first time derivative, but if we assume that slow-
roll conditions apply, then the time derivatives will not count as independent quantities.
In a theory which includes vector fields, spatial isotropy is not expected to be preserved
and therefore the power spectrum and the bispectrum can in principle depend both on
the length adn direction of the wavevectors ~ki, rather than just on their moduli
〈ζ~k1(t)ζ~k2(t)〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(~k1 + ~k2)Pζ(~k), (2)
〈ζ~k1(t)ζ~k2(t)ζ~k3(t)〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3)Bζ(~k1, ~k2, ~k3). (3)
In the next section, we are going to spell out the δN expansion in terms of the fields of
our theory; later we will replace it into Eq.(3) and calculate the bispectrum to tree-level.
2.1. Specializing to our theory
Our theory includes a scalar field φ playing the role of the inflaton and an SU(2) gauge
multiplet Aaµ (a=1,2,3) non-minimally coupled to gravity. The metric of an FRW flat
spacetime ds2 = dt2 − a2δijdxidxj is employed and held unperturbed. The action is
S =
∫
d4x
√−g

m2PR
2
− 1
4
gµαgνβ
∑
a=1,2,3
F aµνF
a
αβ −
M2
2
gµν
∑
a=1,2,3
BaµB
a
ν + Lφ

 , (4)
where Lφ is the scalar field Lagrangian and
F aµν = ∂µB
a
ν − ∂νBaµ + gcεabcBbµBcν (5)
(we name gc the gauge coupling). Notice that B
a
µ are the comoving fields, the physical
fields being given by Aaµ = (B
a
0 , (1/a)B
a
i ). The coupling between the gauge bosons and
gravity is “hidden” in the effective mass M : by definition M2 = m20 + ξR, where m0 is
the gauge bosons mass and ξ is a numerical factor; using the slow-roll approximation,
the Ricci scalar is R = −6
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)
2] ≃ −12H2.
The quantum fluctuations for the vector fields can be expanded in terms of creation and
annihilation operators (this is always correct if we are dealing with free gauge boson,
their background equations of motion being of Klein-Gordon type)
δAai (~x, η) =
∫
d3q
(2π)3
ei~q·~x
∑
λ=L,R,l
[
eλi (qˆ)a
a,λ
~q δA
a
λ(q, η) + e
∗λ
i (−qˆ)
(
aa,λ−~q
)†
δA∗aλ (q, η)
]
, (6)
where [
aa,λ~q ,
(
aa
′
,λ
′
~q
′
)† ]
= (2π)3δλ,λ′δa,a′δ
(3)(~q − ~q′), (7)
dη = dt/a(t) is the conformal time and λ labels left, right and longitudinal polarization
states.
The perturbation of the number of e-folds on large scales is determined by the
perturbations of the fields at the initial time and the complete δN formula then reads
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ζ(~x, t) = Nφδφ+N
µ
a δA
a
µ +
1
2
Nφφ (δφ)
2 +
1
2
Nµνab δA
a
µδA
b
ν +N
µ
φaδφδA
a
µ + ... (8)
where
Nφ ≡
(
∂N
∂φ
)
t∗
, Nµa ≡
(
∂N
∂Aaµ
)
t∗
, Nµφa ≡
(
∂2N
∂φ∂Aaµ
)
t∗
(9)
and so on. N is the number of e-foldings between the time t∗ on the initial hypersurface
and the final time η at which the bispectrum of the ζ is being evaluated. A convenient
choice, that we will follow for the rest of the paper, is to take η∗ to be close to the
time when a given perturbation mode of wavenumber k crosses out the horizon. The
coefficients in Eq.(9) will be calculated in Appendix B. Notice that the e-folding numbers
and their derivatives are defined w.r.t. the physical fields, whereas the action (4) is
written in terms of the comoving fields Baµ.
Plugging the δN expansion into Eq.(3), we get an infinite series of terms. Retaining the
tree-level ones (i.e. the terms that are formally equivalent to the product of two power
spectra), we are left with
〈ζ~k1(t)ζ~k2(t)ζ~k3(t)〉tree =
3
2
N2φNφφ
∫
d3x〈δφ~k1δφ~k2
∫
d3q1d
3q2e
−i~x(~q1+~q2)δφ~q1δφ~q2〉t∗
+
3
2
N iaN
j
bN
kl
cd〈δAai,~k1δA
b
j,~k2
∫
d3q1d
3q2e
−i~x(~q1+~q2)δAck,~q1δA
d
l,~q2
〉t∗
+ 6NφN
i
aN
j
φb〈δφ~k1δAai,~k2
∫
d3q1d
3q2e
−i~x(~q1+~q2)δφ~q1δA
b
j,~q2〉t∗
+ N2φNφ〈δφ~k1δφ~k2δφ~k3〉t∗
+ N iaN
j
bN
k
c 〈δAai,~k1δA
b
j,~k2
δAc
k,~k3
〉t∗ . (10)
In the previous expansion we have not included terms that would require some kind of
coupling between scalar and vector fields, i.e. terms that are proportional to NφN
i
aN
j
b ,
N2φN
i
φa, NφN
i
aN
jk
bc , N
2
φN
i
a, N
i
φaN
jk
bc and NφNφφN
i
a. Also, the terms that are proportional
to Na0 ≡ (∂N)/(∂Aa0) do not appear in the previous equation since the Aa0 fields are
set equal to zero. The reason for this will be explained in details in Appendix A (see
discussion after Eq (A.7)); here we anticipate that, with a zero expectation value for the
temporal components of the background gauge fields and with some upper bounds on
the SU(2) coupling constant of the theory, it is possible to obtain a slow-roll evolution
for the Aai fields during inflation.
It is useful to notice that the terms in the first four lines of (10) are also present in the
Abelian case, while the one in the last line is strictly non-Abelian: it provides a non-zero
contribution only thanks to gauge bosons self-interactions.
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3. Power spectrum and the ‘Abelian’ terms of the bispectrum
It is useful to write the expression for the power spectrum of the curvature perturbation
in the presence of a vector multiplet. Let us define
P ab± ≡ (1/2)(P abR ± P abL ), (11)
where
P abR ≡ δabδAaR(k, t∗)δAb∗R (k, t∗), (12)
P abL ≡ δabδAaL(k, t∗)δAb∗L (k, t∗), (13)
P ablong ≡ δabδAalong(k, t∗)δAb∗long(k, t∗) (14)
(δA indicating the eigenfunctions for the gauge fields). The power spectrum of ζ can
then be written as
Pζ(~k) = N
2
φPφ(k) +N
i
aN
j
b
[
δijP
ab
+ + kˆikˆj
(
P ablong − P ab+
)
+ iǫijkkˆkP
ab
−
]
= P iso(k)
[
1 + gab
(
kˆ · ~Na
) (
kˆ · ~Nb
)
+ isabkˆ ·
(
~Na × ~Nb
)]
, (15)
where
gab ≡ P
ab
long − P ab+
N2φPφ +
(
~Nc · ~Nd
)
P cd+
, (16)
sab ≡ P
ab
−
N2φPφ +
(
~Nc · ~Nd
)
P cd+
(17)
and we have factorized the isotropic part of the power spectrum
P iso(k) ≡ N2φPφ(k) +
(
~Nc · ~Nd
)
P cd+ . (18)
In Eq. 15 gab and sab represent the amplitude of statistical anisotropy, along the preferred
directions specified by the vectors ~Na ≡ N ia and ~Nb. Eq.(18) can also be written in the
form
P iso(k) = N2φPφ
[
1 + βcd
P cd+
Pφ
]
, (19)
introducing the parameter
βcd ≡
~Nc · ~Nd
N2φ
. (20)
Let us now move to the bispectrum. The first three lines of Eq.(10) can be easily
evaluated
6
Bζ(~k1, ~k2, ~k3)
tree ⊃ 1
2
N2φNφφ [Pδφ(k1)Pδφ(k2) + perms.]
+
1
2
N iaN
j
bN
kl
cd
[
Πacik(
~k1)Π
bd
jl (
~k2) + perms.
]
+
1
2
NφN
i
aN
j
φb
[
Pδφ(k1)Π
ab
ij (
~k2) + perms.
]
, (21)
where we have defined
Πabij (
~k) ≡ T evenij (~k)P ab+ + iT oddij (~k)P ab− + T longij (~k)P ablong. (22)
In the previous equations, T evenij , T
odd
ij and T
long
ij are defined as in [36]
T evenij (
~k) ≡ eLi (kˆ)e∗Lj (kˆ) + eRi (kˆ)e∗Rj (kˆ), (23)
T oddij (
~k) ≡ i
[
eLi (kˆ)e
∗L
j (kˆ)− eRi (kˆ)e∗Rj (kˆ)
]
, (24)
T longij (~k) ≡ eli(kˆ)e∗lj (kˆ), (25)
with eL(kˆ) ≡ 1√
2
(cos θ cos φ − i sinφ, cos θ sin φ + i cosφ,− sin θ), eR(kˆ) = e∗L(kˆ) and
el(kˆ) = kˆ = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ), so
T evenij (
~k) = δij − kˆikˆj , (26)
T oddij (
~k) = ǫijkkˆk, (27)
T longij (~k) = kˆikˆj. (28)
Notice that if gauge indices are suppressed in Eq.(21), the Abelian expression is recovered
(see [36]).
It is convenient to rewrite the expression in the second line of Eq.(21) as follows
N iaN
j
bN
kl
cdΠ
ac
ik(
~k1)Π
bd
jl (
~k2) =
(
N iaΠ
ac
ik
)
Nklcd
(
N jbΠ
bd
jl
)
= M ckN
kl
cdM
d
l , (29)
where
~M c(~k) ≡ P ac+ (k)
[
~Na + p
ac(k)kˆ
(
kˆ · ~Na
)
+ iqac(k)kˆ × ~Na
]
(30)
and we define
pac(k) ≡ P
ac
long − P ac+
P ac+
, (31)
qac(k) ≡ P
ac
−
P ac+
. (32)
Similarly, the third line in Eq.(21) becomes
NφN
i
aN
j
φbPφ(k1)Π
ab
ij (
~k2) = NφN
i
φaPφ(k1)M
a
i (k2). (33)
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The contribution from the fourth line in Eq.(10) can be calculated using the
Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [46, 47, 48]. It is a well-known result tha the sum of
this last term and the one from the first line of Eq.(10) is proportional to the slow-roll
parameters [28, 29].
It is important to notice that, in models where P ablong = P
ab
+ and P
ab
− = 0, the coefficients
gab, sab, pab and qab are all equal to zero and therefore both the power spectrum and
the Abelian part of the bispectrum of ζ become isotropic. In general P ab− = 0, unless
there is some mechanism producing parity violation for Ai. The condition P
long
ab = P
ab
+
is more subtle. It could be realized if the longitudinal and the transverse parts of the
vector fields evolved in the same way [36].
4. Calculation of the ‘non-Abelian’ terms of the bispectrum
The last line of Eq.(10) also requires the Schwinger-Keldysh formula
〈Ω|Θ(t)|Ω〉 =
〈
0
∣∣∣∣
[
T¯
(
ei
∫ t
0
HI (t
′)dt′
)]
ΘI(t)
[
T
(
e−i
∫ t
0
HI(t
′)dt′
)]∣∣∣∣ 0
〉
, (34)
where Θ(t) is a field operator, |Ω〉 represents the vacuum of the interaction theory,
T and T¯ are time-ordering and anti-time-ordering operators. All the fields are in the
interaction picture, as the subscript I indicates.
Our next step will then be to write explicitly the action for the gauge bosons and look
at the detailed expression of their interaction Hamiltonian. Using the definition of F aµν ,
the action for the gauge fields becomes
SAµ =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
− 1
2
gµαgνβ
(
∂µB
a
ν∂αB
a
β − ∂µBaν∂βBaα
)
(35)
− gcεabcgµαgνβ
(
∂µB
a
ν
)
BbαB
c
β −
1
4
g2cε
abcεadegµαgνβBbµB
c
νB
d
αB
e
β −
M2
2
gµνBaµB
a
ν
]
.
The interaction Hamiltonian to third order in the gauge field perturbations is thus
made up of two contributions coming respectively from the third and fourth order
interations in the lagrangian
Hint = gcε
abc
(
∂µδB
a
ν
)
δBbµδBcν + g2cε
eabεecdBaµδB
b
νδB
cµδBdν . (36)
The correction to the bispectrum (10) due to these interactions has the form
Bζ(~k1 ~k2 ~k3) ⊃ NAa
i
NAbjNA
c
k
∫
dηa4(η)Π˜im(~k1)Π˜
l
j(
~k2)Π˜
m
k (
~k3)
[
gcε
abck1l + g
2
cε
edaεebcBdl
]
+perms.+ c.c. (37)
where
Π˜abij (
~k) ≡ T evenij (~k)P˜ ab+ + iT oddij (~k)P˜ ab− + T longij (~k)P˜ ablong (38)
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and P˜± ≡ (1/2)(P˜R ± P˜L), P˜R being defined as the product of the eigenfunctions
δBR(k, η
∗) and δB∗R(k, η), and so on for P˜L and P˜long. Notice that η is the time at
which the three point function for ζ is being evaluated. Also, we dropped the gauge
indices in P˜ , since the perturbations have the same time and momentum dependence
for the different gauge fields. This last point can be discussed looking at Eq. (A.15) for
the perturbations of δBai : the equations for the free fields (which are the ones we need
to compute the power spectrum and the bispectrum) are obtained from (A.15) setting
gc = 0, i.e. suppressing the interaction terms, and thus we get the same equation for all
the components of the gauge multiplet.
4.1. Bispectrum from third-order interactions
Let us begin with the bispectrum contribution from Eq.(37) at the lowest order in the
coupling gc
〈ζ ~k1ζ ~k2ζ ~k3〉η ⊇ N ia′N
j
b
′Nkc′ 〈δAa
′
i (
~k1)δA
b
′
j (
~k2)δA
c
′
k (
~k3)〉∗
= N ia′N
j
b
′Nkc′
δ(3)(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3)
a3(η∗)
εabcδaa′ δbb′δcc′
×
∫ η∗
−∞
dη
′
a4(η
′
)Π˜aa
′
il Π˜
bb
′
jmΠ˜
cc
′
kng
smglnik(1)s gc + perms.+ c.c (39)
where gij is the unperturbed background metric. The factor ik(1)s originates from
the spatial derivative in the interaction term considered, whereas a4 come from
√−g
together with having moved from cosmic to conformal time dt = adη. In order to write
Eq.(39), we used the third order interaction Hamiltonian
H
(3)
int = gcε
abc
[
gikgjl
(
∂iδB
a
j
)
δBbkδB
c
l + g
ij (∂iδB
a
0 ) δB
b
jδB
c
0 + g
ij (∂0δB
a
i ) δB
b
0δB
c
j
]
. (40)
The calculation of the tree-level contributions due to the last two vertices in Eq.(40)
will not be carried out since they contain the time components δBa0 , which turn out to
be affected by instabilities. In fact, δB0 is a non-dynamical mode that, for the free-field
case, can be expressed in terms of the longitudinal component as follows [31]
δB0 = −i
∂t
(
~k · δ ~B
)
k2 + (aM)2
. (41)
The longitudinal modes of the theory have negative kinetic energy and are therefore
considered unstable. In addition to this, their equations of motion suffer from
singularities around the horizon crossing time. However, a regular solution was provided
in [36], which we are going to employ when handling these modes (Eq. (58)).
The factor 1/a3(η∗) outside the integral accounts for the fact that the action is written
in terms of the comoving fields Bai whereas the bispectrum of ζ is written in terms of
9
the bispectrum of the physical fields Aai .
In our model, P˜− = 0 (i.e. P˜R = P˜L), therefore the integrand of Eq.(39) can be written
as the sum of products of P˜+ = P˜R and P˜long weighted by products of coefficients T
even
and T long
TEEEijk = k1
[
δikkˆj1 − kˆi1kˆj1kˆk1 − kˆi3kˆj1kˆk3 − δik(kˆ1 · kˆ2)kˆj2 + (kˆ1 · kˆ2)
(
kˆi3kˆj2kˆk3
+ kˆi1kˆj2kˆk1
)
+ (kˆ1 · kˆ3)kˆi1kˆj1kˆk3 − (kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3
]
(42)
TEElijk = k1
[
kˆi3kˆj1kˆk3 − kˆi3kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)− kˆi1kˆj1kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
+ kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(43)
TElEijk = k1
[
δikkˆj2(kˆ1 · kˆ2)− kˆi3kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)− kˆi1kˆj2kˆk1(kˆ1 · kˆ2)
+ kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ3)(kˆ1 · kˆ2)
]
(44)
T lEEijk = k1
[
kˆi1kˆj1kˆk1 − kˆi1kˆj1kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ3)− kˆi1kˆj2kˆk1(kˆ1 · kˆ2)
+ kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(45)
T llEijk = k1
[
kˆi1kˆj2kˆk1(kˆ1 · kˆ2)− kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(46)
T lElijk = k1
[
kˆi1kˆj1kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ3)− kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(47)
TEllijk = k1
[
kˆi3kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)− kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(48)
T lllijk = k1
[
kˆi1kˆj2kˆk3(kˆ1 · kˆ2)(kˆ1 · kˆ3)
]
(49)
where where we used the notation TEElijk ≡ T evenil T evenjm T longkn δsmδlnks and so on.
The next step before carrying out the final integration over time in Eq.(39) is to sum
over all the permutations separately for each one of the eight T αβγijk coefficients. Because
of the antisymmetric properties of εabc, the sums provide results of the form εabcSab,
where Sab is a symmetric tensor. We thus find out that, independently of the results
of time integrals (i.e. independently of the particular form of the wavefunctions for
transverse and longitudinal modes), the contribution to the bispectrum from third-
order interactions is zero.
Let us then move to considering the quartic interaction.
4.2. Bispectrum from fourth-order interactions
The contribution from the quartic interaction is
〈ζ~k1ζ~k2ζ~k3〉 ⊃ (2π)3δ3(
∑
i=1,2,3
~ki)g
2
c
1
H
(
Hx∗
k
)3
N ia′N
j
b′N
k
c′A
e
l ǫ
aa′c′ǫab
′e
× ∑
α,β,γ
(∫
dx
)
αβγ
T αipT
β
jpT
γ
kl + perms.+ c.c.
= (2π)3δ3(
∑
i=1,2,3
~ki)g
2
c
1
H
(Hx∗)3
∑
αβγ
Kαβγ + perms. (50)
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with x = −kη. (Hx∗)3 comes from the 1/a3(η∗) factor outside the time integral
and the 1/H factor comes from having a factor of a inside the time integral, i.e.∫
dηa(η) = − ∫ dx/(Hx). This factor originates from the background field appearing
inside the integral (the interaction term is quartic and can be developed as a product
of three perturbations times a background field), i.e. Bal (η) = a(η)A
a
l (η), where A is
the slowly-rolling physical field (and hence taken out of the integral). Notice that, once
again, we are setting Aa0 = 0, so terms proportional to N
0
a do not appear in the formulas.
The indices α, β, γ as usual run over the longitudinal and the transverse components.
(
∫
dx)αβγ is a shorthand for the integral over the wavefunctions associated with the
internal legs times the wavefunctions associated with the external ones. The definition
of the symbol Kαβγ can be read from the first two lines in Eq.(50). It is important to
sum over all of the permutations, i.e. over all the possible field contractions, which we
are going to list below
cαβγ1 = T
α
ipT
β
jlT
γ
kpδa′bδb′cδc′d (51)
cαβγ2 = T
α
ipT
β
jpT
γ
klδa′bδb′dδc′c (52)
cαβγ3 = T
α
il T
β
jpT
γ
kpδa′cδb′bδc′d (53)
cαβγ4 = T
α
il T
β
jpT
γ
kpδa′cδb′dδc′b (54)
cαβγ5 = T
α
ipT
β
jpT
γ
klδa′dδb′bδc′c (55)
cαβγ6 = T
α
ipT
β
jlT
γ
kpδa′dδb′cδc′b. (56)
Let us write the expression of the wavefunctions of the gauge fields. We are going
to work in the regime where M2 = −2H2, i.e. we take m0 ≪ H and ξ = 1/6. This
is the situation where the transverse mode of the δ ~B field is governed by an equation
of motion similar to the one of a light scalar field in unperturbed FRW background
(see Eq.(A.16)). The solution is very well known and, after matching with the vacuum
solution at early times, is given by
δBT = −
√
πx
2
√
k
[
J3/2(x) + iJ−3/2(x)
]
. (57)
where x ≡ −kη. We have dropped the gauge index since the equation of motion is unique
for all of the gauge bosons (see Eq.(A.16) and (A.17) and discussion below Eq. (38)).
As to the longitudinal mode, there is an on-going discussion about its instability [36,
37, 39, 40]; according to some authors [37, 39], there are two sources of instability: the
first one is due to the fact that the equation of motion (A.17) is singular for a given
mode k equal to the effective mass of the vector field; the second one arises from the field
behaving like a ’ghost’, i.e. having a negative energy. In spite of the divergence affecting
the linearized equation of motion, the authors of [36] provided two independent exact
solutions to (A.17). The initial conditions were formulated after rescaling the vector
field with the introduction of δB˜ ≡ (a|M |/k)δB||, which allows for the well-known
initial conditions δB˜ = e−ikη/
√
2k at very early times. We are going to use the solution
11
and the initial condition prescription of [36], so the longitudinal mode function acquires
the following form
δB|| =
1
2
√
k
(
x− 2
x
+ 2i
)
eix. (58)
The terms Kαβγ below (permutations are included) then read
KEEE = − IEEE
24k6k21k
2
2k
2
3x
∗5 [AEEE + (BEEE cosx
∗ + CEEE sin x∗)Eix∗] (59)
Klll = − Illl
192k9k31k
3
2k
3
3x
∗5 [Alll + (Blll cosx
∗ + Clll sin x∗)Eix∗] (60)
KllE =
IllE
96k8k31k
3
2k
2
3x
∗5 [AllE + (BllE cosx
∗ + CllE sin x∗)Eix∗] (61)
KEEl = − IEEl
48k7k21k
2
2k
3
3x
∗3 [AEEl + (BEEl cosx
∗ + CEEl sin x∗)Eix∗] (62)
where A, B, C and D are functions (to be provided in Appendix C) of x∗ and of the
momenta ki ≡ |~ki|, i = 1, 2, 3 and Ei is the exponential-integral function.
The factors Iαβγ are given by
IEEE ≡ εaa′b′εac′e
[
6
(
~Na
′ · ~N c′
) (
~N b
′ · ~Ae
)
+
(
~N b
′ · ~Ae
) [(
− 2
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
− 2
(
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
)
+
(
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
kˆ1 · kˆ3 +
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
)
kˆ1 · kˆ3
)
+ (1→ 2) + (3→ 2)
]
−
[(
2
(
~Na
′ · ~N c′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ2 · ~Ae
))
+ (2→ 1) + (2→ 3)
]
+
[(
kˆ2 · ~Ae
[
2
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
+ 2
(
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
)
−
(
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
kˆ1 · kˆ3 −
(
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
kˆ1 · kˆ3
])
+ (2↔ 1) + (3↔ 2)
]]
(63)
Illl ≡ εaa′b′εac′e
[( (
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N c′
) (
kˆ1 · kˆ2
) (
kˆ3 · ~Ae
)
−
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
) (
kˆ1 · kˆ2
) (
kˆ3 · ~Ae
) )
+ (1↔ 3) + (2↔ 3)
]
(64)
IllE ≡ εaa′b′εac′e
[ (
~N b
′ · ~Ae
) ( (
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N c′
)
+
(
kˆ2 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
) )
kˆ1 · kˆ2
+
[(
2
(
kˆ2 · ~Ae
) (
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
) )
+ (1↔ 2)
]
−
[( ((
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N c′
)
+
(
kˆ2 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
)) (
kˆ3 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~Ae
)
kˆ1 · kˆ2
)
+ (1↔ 3) + (2↔ 3)
]]
(65)
IEEl ≡ εaa′b′εac′e
[
4
(
~N b
′ · ~Ae
) (
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
+
[( (
kˆ2 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ2 · ~Ae
) ((
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
+
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
))
kˆ1 · kˆ3
)
+ (2↔ 1) + (2↔ 3)
]
−
[(
2
(
kˆ2 · ~Ae
) (
kˆ2 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N b′
) (
kˆ2 · ~N c′
))
+ (1↔ 2) + (2↔ 3) + (1↔ 3)
]
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−
[((
~N b
′ · ~Ae
)
kˆ1 · kˆ3
((
kˆ1 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
)
+
(
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ1 · ~N c′
)))
+ (1↔ 2)
]
+
[(
~Na
′ · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~N c′
) (
kˆ3 · ~Ae
)
+
(
~N c
′ · ~N b′
) (
kˆ3 · ~Na′
) (
kˆ3 · ~Ae
)] ]
(66)
where i→ j means ‘replace kˆi with kˆj ’, whereas i↔ j means ‘exchange kˆi with kˆj’.
The terms that were not included in the list above, i.e. KlEE, KElE, KEll, KlEl, are
derived from KEEl and KllE by an appropriate exchange of the momentum labels, for
example KlEl and KElE are obtained respectively from KllE and KEEl by permuting kˆ2
with kˆ3, KEll and KlEE from KllE and KEEl by permuting kˆ1 with kˆ3.
As one can see through Eq. (59) to (66), the resulting bispectrum is made up of isotropic
parts that depend only on the moduli of the wavevectors ki and that are modulated by
the coefficients Iαβγ . These coefficients contain the information about the breaking
of rotational invariance, depending on the angles between the wavevectors and the
preferred directions ~Na.
Given the fact that the instability of the longitudinal mode of vector perturbations is
still considered a controversial issue, a possible alternative to the exact solution provided
in [36] is to parametrize the longitudinal mode in terms of the transverse solution as
follows
δB|| = n(x)δBT (67)
where n is an unknown function of x ≡ −kη. The most relevant contribution to
the time integrals in Eq.(50) is due to the region around horizon crossing x∗ (see for
example [29]), therefore a good approximation when integrating can be to treat n as a
constant evaluating it at x = x∗. The sum over Kαβγ then becomes∑
αβγ
Kαβγ =
KEEE
IEEE
[
IEEE + n
2(x∗) (IEEl + IElE + IlEE) + n
4(x∗) (IllE + IlEl + IEll) + n
6(x∗)Illl
]
(68)
The accuracy of this approximation has been tested considering again the solutions
given in Eq.(57) and (58), which satisfy the relation δB|| =
√
2δBT at horizon crossing.
If we set n(x∗) =
√
2 in Eq.(68) and compare each one of the terms in round brackets
with the corresponding exact time integrals provided in Eq.(59) through (62), we get a
factor of 2 to 5 between the exact time integrals and their approximations for the most
part of the (x2, x3) range.
The particular case n(x∗) = 1, corresponding to logitudinal and transverse modes which
evolve in the same way, is worthy of mention: the anisotropic part of Eq.(50) cancels
out leaving an isotropic contribution only
〈ζ~k1ζ~k2ζ~k3〉 ⊃ (2π)3δ3(
∑
i=1,2,3
~ki)g
2
c
1
H
(
Hx∗
k
)3
ǫaa
′b′ǫac
′e
(
~Na
′ · ~N c′
) (
~N b
′ · ~Ae
)
× KEEE
IEEE
+ perms. (69)
The way this result is achieved can be easily seen from the expression of the T αT βT γ
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products, from which Kαβγ were evaluated. We list these products for one of the
permutations
TEil T
E
jpT
E
kp = δilδjp + δil (−kj3kk3 − kj2kk2 + kj2kk3k23)− k1l (δjkki1 − k133 − k122 + k123k23)
TEil T
E
jpT
l
kp = δil (kj3kk3 − kj2kk3k23)− kl1 (k133 − k123k23)
TEil T
l
jpT
E
kp = δil (kj2kk2 − kj2kk3k23)− kl1 (k122 − k123k23)
T lilT
E
jpT
E
kp = kl1 (δjkki1 − k133 − k122 + k123k23)
T lilT
l
jpT
E
kp = kl1 (k122 − k123k23)
T lilT
E
jpT
l
kp = kl1 (k133 − k123k23)
TEil T
l
jpT
l
kp = δilkj2kk3k23 − kl1k123k23
T lilT
l
jpT
l
kp = kl1k123k23
where kabc ≡ kiakjbkkc and kab ≡ ~ka · ~kb (a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 running over the external
momenta). Notice that summing over the eight terms in the equations above only
leaves δilδjp.
5. Shape of the bispectrum
As we saw in Eq.(50), the bispectrum in the presence of an SU(2) gauge multiplet can be
written in terms of isotropic parts, i.e. functions of x∗ and of the moduli of the external
wave vectors ki, weighted by anisotropic coefficients Iαβγ which depend on the angles be-
tween the (wave and gauge) vectors. One way of studying the profile of the bispectrum
is to analyse the isotropic parts separately in order to understand what is the preferred
configuration, for example if it resembles the local or the equilateral shapes [52]. Once
the answer to that is found, we calculate the anisotropic coefficients in that specific con-
figuration. Let us employ the variables x2 ≡ k2/k1 and x3 ≡ k3/k1 as in [52]. Plotting
the isotropic part, one can notice that for most of the functions Kαβγ/Iαβγ, which sum
up to provide the bispectrum in (50), the regions with the highest values are around
x2 = 1, x3 = 0 (see plots in Fig.1). The graphs that don’t have their maxima in this
region, i.e. rllE and rElE, which peak around x2 = x3 = 1, and rlEE, which peaks around
x2 = x3 = 0.5, show negligible amplitudes w.r.t. the previous graphs. Therefore we can
safely state that the bispectrum peaks in the ‘local’ configuration k2 ∼ k1, k3 ≪ k1.
In fact this result can be understood recalling that the contribution to the bispectrum
comes from the quartic interaction terms in Eq. (36), which are local in space, and do
not involve gradient terms of the fields.
We can now calculate the anisotropic coefficients in the local configuration. We have
the freedom to pick up a coordinate system (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) with kˆ1 and kˆ2 pointing along zˆ and
kˆ3 along xˆ. In the general case of three differently oriented vectors ~Na, the coefficients
Iαβγ depend on a number of angular variables that is bigger than two and, therefore,
they are not easy to plot. What we can do is looking at some particular cases with
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Figure 1. Plot of rαβγ ≡ Θ(x2 − x3)Θ(x3 − 1 + x2)x22x23Rαβγ(x2, x3),
where we define Rαβγ = k
6
1(Kαβγ/Iαβγ). The Heaviside step functions
Θ help restricting the plot domain to the region (x2, x3) that is allowed
for the triangle ~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3 = 0 (in particular, we set x3 < x2).We also
set x∗ = 1.
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specific orientations of the ~Na w.r.t one another and to the coordinate frame we built
from the wave-vectors.
Let us consider the simplest situation with the three vectors ~Na aligned along a given
direction of space with spherical coordinates (θ, φ). It is easy to show that in this
situation all of the coefficients Iαβγ are equal to zero, so the bispectrum contribution
from (50) becomes zero as well. Notice that this does not apply either to the power
spectrum or to the Abelian part of the bispectrum, which retain a non-zero anisotropic
part (see Eqs.(15) and (30)) when the vectors ~Na are parallel to each other.
There are several other situations that can be taken into account, for example one of the
~Na being aligned along or perpendicular to one of the kˆi and the other two generically
oriented, two of the ~Na aligned along kˆ1 and kˆ3 respectively and the third one generically
oriented and so on. Our next step is to provide a plot of the bispectrum complete of its
isotropic and anisotropic parts in the favoured configuration (in our case the local one).
For convenience while plotting, let us normalize the vector ~Na so that they all have
the same length and let us restrict our attention to situations where the total number
of angles the Iαβγ coefficients depend on does not exceed two. One possibility is for
example given by the following case
~N3 = NA(0, 0, 1) (70)
~N1 = ~N2 = NA(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ), (71)
where, as mentioned above, we are working in the coordinate frame with kˆ3 = xˆ and
kˆ1 = kˆ2 = zˆ and we took NA ≡ | ~Na| for all a = 1, 2, 3. Let us introduce the angle δ
between ~N1,2 and kˆ3. Then from Eq.(50) we have
Bζ ⊃ g2c
H2
k61
∑
αβγ
Iαβγ(θ, δ)Rαβγ(x
∗, x2, x3). (72)
The functions Rαβγ(x2, x3) are plotted in Fig.1 for x
∗ = 1 and their analytic expressions
are provided in Appendix C. See Appendix D for the expressions of the coefficients
Iαβγ(θ, δ).
A plot of the ’non-Abelian’ bispectrum normalized to the ratio (g2cH
2m2N4A)/(k
6
1x
2
2x
2
3)
is given in Fig.2 for fixed values of x∗, x2 and x3 (see Appendix D for its analytic
expression).
6. Calculation of the non-Gaussianity parameter fNL
The non-Gaussianity of a given theory of inflation and cosmological perturbations can be
studied by looking at the expression of the non-linearity fNL. This parameter is defined
by the ratio of the bispectrum to the square of the isotropic part (as for example given
in Eq.(18)) of the power spectrum
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Figure 2. Plot of f(θ, δ) ≡ [(Bζ(θ, δ, x∗, x2, x3)x22x23k61)/(g2cH2m2N4A)](x∗=1,x2=0.9,x3=0.1).
As we can see, the graph dependence from θ is extremely weak; in fact, the dominant
contribution from Eq.(D.9) can be written as f(θ, δ) = −140 cos2 δ.
6
5
fNL =
Bζ(~k1, ~k2, ~k3)
P isoζ (k1)P
iso
ζ (k2) + perms.
. (73)
As we saw in the previous sections, the complete expression for the bispectrum is
made up of an ‘Abelian’ and a ‘non-Abelian’ parts, which can be read respectively from
Eq.(21) and (50). We are going to rewrite their sum below in a compact expression
Bζ(~k1, ~k2, ~k3) = B
A
ζ (
~k1, ~k2, ~k3) +B
NA
ζ (
~k1, ~k2, ~k3). (74)
Our next step will be to calculate the contributions from the two terms on the right hand
side of the previous equation to the fNL parameter and establish a comparison between
them. The ’Abelian’ part of the bispectrum was given in Eq.(21) as the contribution of
three different pieces
BAζ (
~k1, ~k2, ~k3) = B
A1
ζ +B
A2
ζ +B
A3
ζ , (75)
where
BA1ζ
∼= (Nφ)2NφφP 2, (76)
BA2ζ
∼= (NA)2NAAP 2, (77)
BA3ζ
∼= NφNANφAP 2, (78)
where the symbol ∼= stresses the fact that we are interested in the overall order of
magnitude of the quantities above in terms of the parameters of the theory, without
worrying about the details of numerical factors of order one. Also, we now indicate the
power spectrum of the scalar field perturbation by P . At late times this is proportional
to the power spectrum of the gauge fields. This can be seen by looking at the transverse
mode function for δB in Eq.(57) and at the longitudinal mode in Eq.(58), which, after
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taking the limit x→ 0, give P+ = P and Plong = 2P . We shortened N ia by NA, N ijab by
NAA and N
i
φa by NφA in order to make the expressions simpler, suppressing the gauge
and the vector indices. Notice that in the theory we have chosen, no interactions occur
between the scalar and the gauge fields, therefore we can set NφA ≃ 0.
Similarly, we rewrite the ’non-Abelian’ part of the bispectrum in a simplified fashion
that leaves out numerical factors and complicated functions of the external momenta
BNAζ (
~k1, ~k2, ~k3) ∼= g2cH2A (NA)3 , (79)
where we now call A the background value of the spatial part of the gauge fields
(suppressing all indices).
Let us now rewrite the isotropic part of the power spectrum
P isoζ
∼= (Nφ)2 P (1 + β) , (80)
where β ≡ (NA/Nφ)2.
Before proceeding to the evaluation of fNL, we need to make more assumptions about
the scenario we are dealing with, since the derivatives of N are model-dependent. Two
possible choices are the vector curvaton model (introduced for the first time in [31], see
also [34] for one of the possible realizations of this paradigm) and vector inflation [33].
The former is the analogue of the (scalar) curvaton mechanism: a vector field plays the
role of the curvaton, i.e. a field whose energy density is subdominant during inflation
and, after the inflaton has decayed, it is is mainly responsible for the production of
the curvature perturbation. In vector inflation, the universe exponential expansion is
driven by vector fields, which need to be spatially oriented in such a way as to avoid
large scale anisotropies; one possible field configuration is a triplet of orthogonal vector
fields, another one consists in a large number of randomly oriented vector fields. In our
model we are dealing with a triplet of vector fields, so if we assumed the fields were
orthogonally oriented w.r.t one another, vector inflation would be a possible scenario
to work in. A third possibility can be to consider a scalar field driven inflation in the
presence of the SU(2) gauge multiplet and to assume that the latter is undergoing slow-
roll and its energy density is subdominant w.r.t. the energy density of the scalar inflaton.
This way we keep the vector fields in the game, without imposing any restriction on
their orientation in space and, at the same time, we avoid unwanted anisotropies in the
power spectrum. We are going to consider both this last possibility, which we dare refer
to as ’vector inflation’ for simplicity, and the curvaton scenario. In ’vector inflation’ N ia
is given by Eq.(B.12), from which we get
N ia =
Aai
2m2P
, (81)
N ijab =
δabδ
ij
2m2P
. (82)
In the curvaton scenario [17]
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N ia =
2
3
r
Aai∑
b | ~Ab|2
, (83)
N ijab =
1
3
r
δabδ
ij∑
c | ~Ac|2
, (84)
where r ≡ (3ρA)/(3ρA + 4ρφ), ρA and ρφ being respectively the energy density of the
vector fields and of the inflaton at the time where the vector field(s) decay.
We are now ready to evaluate fNL as the sum of three contributions corresponding to
Btreeζ,A1, B
tree
ζ,A2 and B
tree
ζ,NA
fNL ∼= fA1NL + fA2NL + fNANL , (85)
where
fA1NL =
1
(1 + β)2
Nφφ
N2φ
, (86)
fA2NL =
β
(1 + β)2
NAA
(Nφ)2
, (87)
fNANL =
β2
(1 + β)2
g2c
(
m
H
)2
. (88)
Numerical coefficients of order one were not reported in the previous equations. m is a
quantity with the dimensions of a mass and proportional to the Planck mass in the case
of vector inflation and to Atot/
√
r (where we define Atot =
√∑
b | ~Ab|2 from Eq.(84)) in
the vector curvaton model.
We summarize our results for the two models in Table 1, where we used the expressions
Nφ ≃ (mP√ǫφ)−1 and Nφφ ≃ m−2P , with ǫφ ≡ (φ˙2)/(2m2PH2). The background values A
and Atot together with ǫφ and H are all meant at time x = x
∗.
Table 1. Order of magnitude of fNL in different scenarios.
fA1NL f
A2
NL f
NA
NL
v.inflation
ǫφ(
1+
(
A
mP
√
ǫφ
)2)2 ǫ2φ(
1+
(
A
mP
√
ǫφ
)2)2
(
A
mP
)2 ǫ2
φ
g2c(
1+
(
A
mP
√
ǫφ
)2)2
(
A2
mPH
)2
v.curvaton
ǫφ(
1+
(
AmP
A2
tot
)2
ǫφr2
)2 ǫ2φr3(
1+
(
AmP
A2
tot
)2
ǫφr2
)2
(
Am2
P
A3tot
)2
ǫ2
φ
r3g2c(
1+
(
AmP
A2
tot
)2
ǫφr2
)2
(
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The ratios between the non-Abelian and the Abelian parts of the fNL parameter
are
fNANL
fA1NL
≃ ǫφg2c
(
A
H
)2 ( A
mP
)2
,
fNANL
fA2NL
≃ g2c
(
A
H
)2
, (89)
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in vector inflation and
fNANL
fA1NL
≃ β
2g2c
rǫφ
(
A
H
)2
,
fNANL
fA2NL
≃ βg
2
c
r2ǫφ
(
A
H
)2 ( A
mP
)2
, (90)
for the vector curvaton.
When estimating the order of magnitude of fNL as calculated above, it is important to
remember that our results in Eqs. (86) through (90) and in Table 1 have been derived
neglecting all vector and gauge indices. Also, these expressions involve the background
value of the slowly-rolling fields Aai in a multifield space and so fNL depends on the
whole specific background configuration. In this respect, different possibilities can be
considered and it turns out that, depending on the chosen configuration, the non-Abelian
contributions to fNL can subdominant or dominant w.r.t. the Abelian ones. Notice
that the ratios gcA/H = (gcA/m0) (m0/H) for the different gauge fields are bounded
from above, as shown in Eqs. (A.9) through (A.11). There is a very large region of
the parameter space of the background gauge field configurations for which this upper
bound is much larger than one and, therefore, it does not prevent fNANL from dominating
over f
A1,2
NL . Here is an example: suppose that two of the gauge fields, for instance
~B1 and
~B2 are aligned, about equal in magnitude (| ~B1| ≃ | ~B2|) and that | ~B1,2| ≫ | ~B3|. In this
case, by looking at Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10), it is easy to realize that the upper bounds
can be much larger than one. Therefore, the ratios in Eqs. (89) and (90) can be much
bigger than one depending, for example, on how A/H compares to the other quantities
appearing in these expressions (notice: the theory puts no constraints on A/H which
can in principle be a very large number). Obviously, inspecting Eqs. (A.9) through
(A.11), if the Aa’s are not approximately aligned and their magnitude A is roughly the
same, then the upper bound gc ≪ H/A holds.
As to the absolute value of fNANL , expanding around β ≪ 1, from Eq.(88) we have
fNANL ≃ β2g2c
(
mP
H
)2
, fNANL ≃
β2g2c
r
(
A
H
)2
(91)
respectively for vector inflation and the vector curvaton model. The ratio mP/H is of
order 109 and A/H could be much bigger than one as well, so in principle fNANL can be
much larger than one in both models. Equivalently, from Table 1, fNANL can be put in
the following form (as a function of the slow-roll parameter ǫφ)
fNANL ≃


g2cǫ
2
φ
(
A
mP
)4 (
A
H
)2
vector inflation
g2cǫ
2
φr
3
(
mP
H
)2 (mP
A
)2
vector curvaton
7. Overview and conclusions
We have considered a triplet of SU(2) vector bosons non-minimally coupled to gravity,
Eq. (4), in order to have M2 ≃ −2H2. Using the δN and the Schwinger-Keldysh for-
malisms we have computed the contributions to the curvature perturbation three-point
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correlation function arising from the gauge fields self-interactions. These interactions are
of two kinds, third-order interactions (proportional to one power of the SU(2) coupling
gc) and fourth-order ones (proportional to g
2
c ). The former provide a vanishing con-
tribution to the bispectrum because of the antisymmetric properties of the Levi-Civita
tensor appearing in the Lagrangian, the result being independent of the particular form
of the wave functions appearing in the gauge bosons operator expansions. The quartic
interactions produce instead a non-zero contribution, Eq.(50). This result is anisotropic
if the wavefunctions of the transverse and longitudinal modes of the vector fields are
different from each other, which seems to be the case by looking at their equations of
motion, Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17).
The ongoing debate about the instability of the longitudinal mode sheds some
doubts about the true physical meaning of the mode. Our analysis, in this respect, is
pretty general, being mainly focused on studying the non-Gaussianity effects in non-
Abelian theories. In addition to that, we tried to also use a more general approach
when dealing with longitudinal modes, with a parametrization of the wavefunctions in
terms of the transverse mode and of an unknown function n(x), Eq.(68), which, to a
first approximation, can be set equal to a constant near horizon crossing, n(x) = n(x∗).
A particular case of this parametrization occurs when the longitudinal and transverse
modefunctions coincide, which offers an interesting result, i.e. the isotropization of the
full bispectrum, both the ‘non-Abelian’ and the ‘Abelian’ parts, Eq. (69) and (21), re-
spectively. We are aware that the particular Lagrangian we used represents only one
possible model of primordial vector fields. Other theories have been proposed, which do
not present any kind of instability (see for example, [55, 36, 35, 56]).
In the case of an anisotropic bispectrum we showed that it can be written in terms
of isotropic parts, i.e. functions of the moduli of the external wave vectors ki, modu-
lated by anisotropic coefficients Iαβγ which depend on the angles between the (wave and
gauge) vectors. We studied the shape of the ‘isotropic parts’ of the bispectrum, Eq.(50)
and Eq.(59) through (62), which turned out to peak in the local momenta configuration
(see plots in Fig.1). Using this finding, we analysed the ‘anisotropic’ part, Eq. (63)
through (66) for different spacial configurations of the gauge vectors. A limiting case is
represented by the three components of the SU(2) gauge group being all aligned with
one another: because of the presence of the Levi-Civita tensors and with simple sym-
metry consideration, the contribution from (50) to the bispectrum in this case is proven
to be zero. This result could be interpreted as the Abelian limit of our theory, since
the three components of the SU(2) multiplet are all identifiable with a unique spatial
direction.
Another example of vector fields configuration was provided in Eqs.(70)-(71). For this
particular case, a complete plot of the bispectrum was given in Fig.2 for the local con-
figuration. It contains the information about the anisotropy of the bispectrum, showing
how its amplitude is modulated according to the angles between the wavevectors ~ki and
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the preferred directions induced by the vector fields.
Finally we have calculated the parameter fNL, estimating the level of non-
Gaussianity. We analyzed the different contributions to fNL, i.e. the ‘Abelian’, Eqs. (86)
and (87), and the ‘non-Abelian’ ones, Eq.(88). We compared them both for vector in-
flation and for the vector curvaton models and for different background configurations.
It turns out that one contribution can be dominant w.r.t. the other or viceversa, de-
pending on the given background configuration, Eqs. (89) and (90). Focusing on the
order of magnitude of the ‘non-Abelian’ contribution, we noticed that it can be much
bigger than one, for a large region of parameter space, Eq.(91).
In a forthcoming paper [54], we will study the trispectrum of the curvature
perturbation in the same vector fields populated model, calculate its magnitude and
shapes and and investigate the relationship between the fNL and τNL parameters of the
theory.
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Appendix A. Background and first order perturbation equations for the
gauge fields
The equations of motion for the gauge fields have been completely derived for the U(1)
case in [31]. We are going to carry out a similar calculation for the SU(2) case
1√−g∂µ
[√−ggµαgνβ(F (AB)aαβ + gcεabcBbαBcβ)] +M2gµνBaµ
+gcε
abcgγνgδβF
(AB)b
γδ B
c
β + g
2
cε
abcεbb
′c′gναgδβBcδB
b′
αB
c′
β = 0 (A.1)
where F (AB)aµν ≡ ∂µBaν − ∂νBaµ.
The ν = 0 component of the equations of motion is
∂jB˙
a
j − ∂j∂jBa0 + a2M2Ba0 + gcεabc
[
−
(
∂jB
b
j
)
Bc0 − 2Bbj∂jBc0 − B˙bjBcj
+gcε
cb′c′BbjB
b′
0 B
c′
j
]
= 0 (A.2)
where Baµ = B
a
µ(~x, t).
Let us now move to the spatial (ν = i) part of (A.1)
B¨ai +HB˙
a
i −
1
a2
∂j∂jB
a
i +M
2Bai − ∂iB˙a0 −H∂iBa0 +
1
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∂i∂jB
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i B
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0
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If we contract Eq.(A.1) with ∂ν , we get the integrability condition
(aM)2B˙a0 −M2∂iBai + 3H
(
∂i∂iB
a
0 − ∂iB˙ai
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+ gcǫ
abc
[
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which reduces to Eq.(7) of [31] in the Abelian case.
Combining Eq.(A.4) with Eq.(A.2) we get
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Plugging this into Eq.(A.3) we get
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Let us consider the background part of the vector fields, i.e. ∂iB
a
µ = 0. Then from
Eq.(A.2)
a2M2Ba0 + gcε
abc
[
− B˙bjBcj + gcεcb
′c′BbjB
b′
0 B
c′
j
]
= 0. (A.7)
Before proceeding with the derivation of the equations of motion for the background and
the field perturbations, it is necessary to make some comments on Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7).
One approximation that we have been using in this paper is allowing the Aai fields to
undergo slow-roll during inflation. One possible way to achieve this is by restricting the
parameter space of the background gauge fields through the request that their temporal
components should be much smaller than the spatial ones, Bb0 ≪ |Bbi |/a(t), b = 1, 2, 3,
and, in addition to that, assuming Bb0 ≃ Bc0, b, c = 1, 2, 3. With these assumptions,
the temporal component can be factored out in Eq. (A.7), using the approximation
B˙ai ≃ HBai (valid in a slow-roll regime). A solution to (A.7) is then given by B0 = 0.
Adopting this solution and plugging it in Eq (A.6), it is easy to show that a slow-roll
equation of motion for the physical fields
A¨ai + 3HA˙
a
i +m
2
0A
a
i = 0 (A.8)
follows from (A.6) if H˙ ≪ m20 and
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2
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are satisfied. In the equations above, we defined Aa ≡ | ~Aa| and cos θab ≡ Aˆa · Aˆb, a
and b running over the gauge indices. The quantities appearing on the right-hand sides
of Eqs.(A.9) through (A.11) can be either large or small w.r.t. one, depending on the
specific background configuration, i.e. on the moduli of the gauge fields and the angles
θab.
Suppose now the conditions described above are all met, then from Eq (A.6), in terms
of the comoving fields, we have
B¨ai +HB˙
a
i +M
2Bai = 0. (A.12)
Let us now derive the equations for the perturbations. Eq.(A.2) becomes
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Eq.(A.1) for the field perturbations gives
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Finally from Eq.(A.6) we get
¨δBai +H ˙δB
a
i −
1
a2
∂2δBai +M
2δBai + 2H∂iδB
a
0 + (∼ gcterms) = 0. (A.15)
When calculating n− point functions for the gauge bosons, the eigenfunctions we need
are provided by free-field solutions, i.e. by solutions of Eq.(A.15) with gc being set to
zero. This is exactly the Abelian limit, in fact in this case Eq.(A.15) corresponds to
(18) of [31] and can be decomposed into a transverse and a longitudinal part
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
∂20 +H∂0 +M2 +
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
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k2 + (aM)2
)
H∂0 +M
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(
k
a
)2 δ ~B|| = 0 (A.17)
where the time derivatives are intended w.r.t. cosmic time.
Appendix B. Calculation of the number of e-foldings of single-(scalar)field
driven inflation in the presence of a vector multiplet
Let us consider the complete Lagrangian of our theory as in Eq.(4). Let us assume that
the SU(2) gauge multiplet undergoes slow-roll as well as the scalar field but the latter
provides the dominant part of the energy density of the universe. This last hypothesis
is necessary in order to produce isotropic inflation (i.e. in order for the anisotropy
in the expansion that the vector fields introduce to be negligible w.r.t. the isotropic
contribution from the scalar field). The expression of the number of e-foldings is
N = Nscalar +Nvector = Nscalar +
1
4m2P
∑
a=1,2,3
~Aa · ~Aa. (B.1)
The previous expression can be easily derived from the equations of motion of the system
neglecting terms that are proportional to the SU(2) coupling constant gc and assuming
slow-roll conditions for both the scalar the gauge fields.
The starting point is represented by Einstein equations
H2 =
8πG
3
(ρscalar + ρvector) . (B.2)
where we split the energy density into a scalar and a vector contribution. In slow-roll
approximation, ρscalar ∼ V (φ). Let us calculate ρvector. The energy momentum tensor
for the gauge bosons
T vectorµν = 2
δL
δgµν
− gµνL (B.3)
where, as a remainder, L = −(1/4)gµαgνβF aµνF aαβ + (M2/2)gµνBaµBaν . So we get
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where sums are taken over all repeated indices. Let us write this in terms of the physical
fields
T vector00 =
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If we neglect the non-Abelian contribution and we set Aa0 = 0, we are left with the
Abelian result [33]
T vector00 =
A˙ai A˙
a
i
2
+
m20
2
AaiA
a
i (B.6)
The equation of motion for the background vector multiplet ~Aa can be derived from
Eq.(A.12)
A¨ai + 3HA˙
a
i +m
2
0A
a
i = 0. (B.7)
which is equal to the equation of a light scalar field of mass m0, if m0 ≪ H . If the
conditions for accelerated expansions are met, Eq.(B.7) reduces to
3HA˙ai +m
2
0A
a
i ∼ 0. (B.8)
We are now ready to derive Eq.(B.1). Let us start from the definition of N and keep
in mind Eq.(B.2), where we are assuming the existence of a scalar fields φ in de-Sitter
with a separable potential governed by the usual (background) equation
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V
′
= 0 (B.9)
and slowly rolling down their potential. Then we have
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where Aa ≡ ~Aa · ~Aa. So
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∫ φ(t)
φ(t∗)
V
V ′
dφ+
1
m2P
∑
a
∫ Aa(t)
Aa(t∗)
(
m20
4
)
AaiA
a
i
(−m20)AajAaj
dAa
= − 1
m2P
∫ φ(t)
φ(t∗)
V
V ′
dφ−
(
1
4m2P
)∑
a
∫ Aa(t)
Aa(t∗)
dAa (B.11)
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after using the slow-roll conditions. Eq.(B.1) is thus recovered.
In the final expression for the bispectrum then we can substitute
N ia ≡
dN
dAai
=
(
1
2m2P
)
Aai (B.12)
where the derivatives are as usual calculated at the initial time η∗.
The upper limits in integrals such as the ones in Eq.(B.11) depend on the chosen path in
field space and so they also depend on the initial field configuration. It is important to
notice though, as also stated in [53], that if the final time is chosen to be approaching (or
later than) the end of inflation, the fields are supposed to have reached their equilibrium
values and so N becomes independent of the field values at the final time t. Eq.(B.12)
is thus recovered.
Appendix C. Complete expressions for the functions appearing in the
bispectrum from quartic interactions
We list below the complete expressions for the functions Aαβγ, Bαβγ and Cαβγ (α, β, γ =
R, l) appearing in Eq.(59) through (62)
AEEE ≡ kx∗2
(
− k2(k31 + k32 + k33 − 4k1k2k3)− k3(k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3)
+ k1k2k3(k
2
1 + k
2
2 + k
2
3 − k2k3 − k1k2 − k1k3)x∗2
)
(C.1)
BEEE ≡
(
k31 + k
3
2 + k
3
3
)
x∗3
(
− k3 + k1k2k3x∗2
)
(C.2)
CEEE ≡ − k
(
k31 + k
3
2 + k
3
3
)
x∗2
(
− k2 + (k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3)x∗2
)
(C.3)
Alll ≡ 16k6
[
2k3(k1 + k2)(k1 + k3)(k2 + k3)− 3
(
k41(k2 + k3)
2 + k22k
2
3(k2 + k3)
2
+ k31(2k
3
2 + 9k
2
2k3 + 9k2k
2
3 + 2k
3
3) + k1k2k3(2k
3
2 + 9k
2
2k3 + 9k2k
2
3 + 2k
3
3)
+ k21(k
4
2 + 9k
3
2k3 + 19k
2
2k
2
3 + 9k2k
3
3 + k
4
3)
)]
x∗2 − 8k5
[
− 3kk21k22k23
+ 2k4(k1 + k2)(k1 + k3)(k2 + k3) + 2k
2k1k2k3(k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3)
− 2k3(k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3)2 + 6k1k2k3(k31(k2 + k3) + k2k3(k2 + k3)2
+ 2k21(k
2
2 + 3k2k3 + k
2
3) + k1(k
3
2 + 6k
2
2k3 + 6k2k
2
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3
3))− 3k
(
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2
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(
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2
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3
3
)
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×
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2
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4
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)]
x∗4
+ 4k2
[
− 3k42k43(k2 + k3)2 − 3k61(k2 + k3)4 − 3k51(k2 + k3)2
× (2k32 + 11k22k3 + 2k33 + k2k3(−2k + 11k3))
− 3k41(k62 + 15k52k3 + k63 + k2k43(−4k + 15k3) + 2k32k23(−8k + 47k3)
+ k22k3(−4k + 61k3) + k22k23(k2 − 16kk3 + 61k23))− 3k31k2k3(k2 + k3)
×
(
4k42 + 2k
2k2k3 + 31k
3
2k3 + 63k − 22k23 + 31k2k33 + 4k43
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− 2k(k32 + 7k22k3 + 7k2k23 + k33)
)
− k1k22k23
(
− 2k5 − 6kk2k3(k2 + k3)2
+ 3k2k3(4k
3
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2
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2
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3
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)
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4
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4
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2
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3
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3
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3
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)
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(
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)
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(
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[
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(
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2
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3
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2
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4
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BllE ≡ − 2k2(k31 + k32 − 2k33)
(
4k4k1 + 4k
4k2 + 4k
4k3 +
[
− 2k2(k1 + k2)
× (k2k3 + k1k2 + k1k3)
]
x∗5
+ k21k
2
2k3x
∗7) (C.8)
CllE ≡ 2k3(k31 + k32 − 2k33)
[
4k4x∗2 − 2k2(k1 + k2)(k1 + k2 + 2k3)x∗4
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(
2k2k3 + k1(k2 + 2k3)
)
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]
(C.9)
AEEl ≡ 2k4
[
− 2k41 − 2k42 − 2k32k3 − k2k23 + 3k22k23 + k43 − 2k31(k2 + k3)
+ 3k21k3(2k2 + k3) + k2k3(−2k2 + kk3 + 4k23)
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+ k1
(
− 2k32 + 6k22k3 + 9k2k23 + 4k33 − 2k2(k2 + k3)
+ kk3(2k2 + k3)
)]
+ k2k3
[
2k31k2k3 + 2k
4
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4
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3
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]
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− 3k21k22k43x∗4 (C.10)
BEEl ≡ − k2(2k31 + 2k32 − k33)
(
2k3x∗ +
[
− 2k1k2k3 − k1k23 − k2k23
]
x∗3
)
(C.11)
CEEl ≡ k(2k31 + 2k32 − k33)
(
2k4 +
[
− 2k2k1k2 − 2k2k1k3 − 2k2k2k3 − k2k23
]
x∗2
+ k1k2k
2
3x
∗4) (C.12)
where k ≡ k1 + k2 + k3.
Appendix D. Profile of the bispectrum: detailed expressions of the plotted
functions
We are going to study the profile of the ’non-Abelian’ contribution to the bispectrum
in terms of the angles between gauge and wave vectors in the local configuration and
for the set up considered in Eq.(70) and (71). The coefficients Iαβγ then become
IEEE = m
2N4A
[
− 20− 24 cos δ + 2 cos θ − 12 cos2 δ + 12 cos2 θ − 2 cos3 θ + 6 cos θ cos2 δ
− 2 cos2 θ cos δ + 2 cos δ cos3 θ
]
, (D.1)
Illl = m
2N4A
[
4 cos2 δ
]
, (D.2)
IllE = m
2N4A
[
4− 2 cos θ − 6 cos2 θ − 4 cos2 δ
]
, (D.3)
IlEl = m
2N4A
[
− 4 cos2 δ
]
, (D.4)
IEll = m
2N4A
[
− 4 cos2 δ
]
, (D.5)
IEEl = m
2N4A
[
− 2 cos2 δ
]
, (D.6)
IElE = m
2N4A
[
4− 4 cos2 θ − 8 cos2 δ
]
, (D.7)
IlEE = m
2N4A
[
2 + cos θ − 3 cos2 θ − 4 cos2 δ
]
. (D.8)
where m2 ≡ (A)/(NA), A being the background value of the ~Aa’s evaluated at horizon
crossing.
Fig.2 shows a plot of the ’non-Abelian’ bispectrum normalized to the ratio
(g2cH
2m2N4A)/(k
6
1x
2
2x
2
3), as a function of the angles θ and δ and for fixed values of x
∗, x2
and x3
Bζ(θ, δ) ≃ g2c
H2
k61
m2N4A
10−1
[
cos2 δ(8 cos θ − 1.4× 103) + 3 cos δ(cos3 θ − cos2 θ − 11)
− 11 cos 2δ − 40− 6 cos 2θ − cos θ(3 cos2 θ − 30 cos θ − 10)
]
(D.9)
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where we set x∗ = 1, while x2 and x3 were chosen in the ’squeezed’ region, x2 = 0.9 and
x3 = 0.1.
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